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where X = ^2~^ and the limits are ^=0 to sin \f/= A/— ^ — •   Tiie integral is real
if the axis of c is the longest of the three.
Jlo^prove this we revert to the value of / (Art. 197) after the integration with regard to 0 has been performed. Putting eos0=v, the integral takes a known form. This is reduced to the standard form given in the example by putting
Let Q*=(a? + u)(b'2 + u) (c*+u), then I=
dl -        [      du           %dQ_    I           1          1
*'• da*~    * J Q(aa + tf)f     Q dw ~~ o*+« + &24-w + c2+w ' The results follow by simple substitution.
By writing 6 = ma, c=na, u = va?t we see that J is a homogeneous function of a, 6, c of — 1 dimensions. The second result then follows from Euler's theorems on homogeneous functions.
Ex. 4.   If Jr2m<2u=a&CjRm, prove that
The first result follows from Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions. By differentiating Jr2mtfo>=a&c.RTO with regard to c2 we obtain Jr2™*^2^ as in Art. 199. The two other results follow easily.
Ex. 5.   Instead of the standard integral represented by I we may use the
.  .       i                           T    f*                abcdu
integral                /.^ __r__j___}.
_    ,     ,              dJ        bcdl        dJ        cadi
We then have          ^=~^^'      Tb=-JTb'&e-
K we write a, (3, y for the reciprocals of a2, &2, c2 we easily find
= - 47T ^ ,     JW«= - 4r f I- + ~ -f
ay       J                  \da    dp     ay
/d\YdY/d (-) (-) (^
where the integrations extend over the surface of the ellipsoid.
Differentiating Jr2n2cfo= - 4.irdJjdy, i times with regard to a, j times with regard to /3 and A - 1 times with regard to y we arrive at the last result.
Ex. 6. If /(Z2, m2, 7i2) be a homogeneous function of I2, m2, ?i2 of s dimensions, provethat          W, rf, B^=W (A ^
Prove also that       ['J£JbA*£=irf ( *  *   *}("
J           T-P-I           J \^da dp dyJJ Q
v*>-Mv

